
 
Hello, also I Love You Layout 

By Tania Willis  
 

 
 

EP102 – Bloom Bands/Lattice Grey 
EP104 – Flutter By/Fuchsia Flower Dot 
EP305 – Paper Flower Kit 
EP277 – Stick Pins 
EP301 – Fabric Frames 
EP161 – Crepe Paper Lace Stickers 
EP197 – Jewel Stickers 
EP219 – Flower Button Dots 
EP165 – Chipboard Sticker 
Embellishments 
 

Hot Glue Gun or 
Fast Drying Paper Glue 
Wire Cutters 
Glue Dots 
Paper Piercing Tool 
Scrap of lavender cardstock 
Chipboard 
Scissors/Paper Trimmer 



 
 

 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Adhere grey, turquoise and yellow frames from EP301 Fabric Frames to the front of three 
4x6 photos using glue dots in the corners of each frame.  Trim photos just smaller than the 
outer border of the frame. 
 
2. Adhere pink frame from EP301 Fabric Frames to a piece of EP104 Fuchsia Flower Dot 
paper cut to 2 ½” x 3 ½”. 
 
3. Adhere grey, turquoise, yellow and pink frames to EP102 Lattice – Grey patterned paper 
with the white lace strip running horizontal across the bottom of the layout as shown. 
 
4. Adhere lavender frame from EP301 Fabric Frames to a scrap piece of lavender cardstock.  
Adhere frame overlapping the corners of the set of four frames previously placed. 
 
 



5. Trim fuchsia paper lace sticker from EP161 Crepe Paper Lace Stickers in half and adhere 
one half below the yellow frame and other half above the grey frame. 
 
6. Trim turquoise paper lace sticker from EP161 Crepe Paper Lace Stickers into two pieces, 
one 7” and one 5”. Adhere half below the yellow frame and the other half above the grey 
frame. 
 
7. Adhere chipboard bird from EP165 Chipboard Sticker Embellishments to the upper left 
corner of the layout overlapping the paper lace stickers. 
 
8. Adhere three or four jewel stickers in coordinating colors from EP197 Jewel Stickers to 
four of the frames as shown. 

 
9. Adhere the ‘Hello, also I Love You’ chipboard piece from EP165 Chipboard Sticker 
Embellishments slightly off-center inside the lavender frame.  Accent the upper right corner 
of this piece with the tiny yellow chipboard butterfly from the same set. 
 
10. Layer the orange chipboard butterfly on top of the lavender chipboard butterfly, both 
from EP165 Chipboard Sticker Embellishments. 
 
11. Remove 2 orange stick pins from EP277 Stick Pins and shorten them by half using a 
pair of wire cutters. 
 
12. Place foam dimensional adhesive on the back of the lavender chipboard butterfly.  Push 
the stick pins into the adhesive to hold them in place forming the antennae. 
 
13. Fold the medium yellow die-cut flower from EP305 Paper Flower Kit along the score 
lines and layer the turquoise/peach flower from EP219 Flower Button Dots on top.  Place in 
upper right corner of fuchsia frame. Adhere small lime green leaf. 
 
14. Add purple/turquoise flower from EP219 Flower Button Dots slightly tucked under 
yellow flower. 
 
15. Add fuchsia circle from EP305 Paper Flower Kit embellished with the tiny white/orange 
chipboard flower from EP165 Chipboard Sticker Embellishments to finish off the cluster of 
embellishments in the upper corner. 

 
16. Fold the long yellow strip from EP305 Paper Flower Kit along the score lines creating a 
mountain/valley or accordion fold.  Cut a small piece of chipboard, approximately 1” 
square, and puddle hot glue in the center.  Gather up the accordion and pinch it tightly 
while place it down in the center of the glue.  While holding tightly with your thumbs, use 
your fingers to fan out the scalloped edge of the accordion folded pieces until you bring the 
outside edges around to meet again forming a circle.  (Reference video tutorial for a visual) 
 
17. Fold the medium sized light blue polka dotted flower from EP305 Paper Flower Kit along 
the score lines and layer the lime green/white flower from EP219 Flower Button Dots on 
top.  Adhere on top of the yellow accordion folded flower. Adhere to upper left edge of 
turquoise frame. Trim the large lime leaf down smaller and adhere. 
 



18. Layer the tiny white/turquoise chipboard flower from EP165 Chipboard Sticker 
Embellishments onto the lavender chipboard flower. Then layer these onto the large fuchsia 
flower from the same embellishment sheet. Adhere to layout. 
 
19. Adhere white/pink chipboard flower from EP165 Chipboard Sticker Embellishments to 
finish off this cluster of embellishments. 

 
20. Fold the medium sized fuchsia polka dotted flower from EP305 Paper Flower Kit along 
the score lines and layer with the solid lime green circle and smaller turquoise circle. Hold 
the layers together with a yellow brad from the kit. Adhere to lower right-hand corner of 
yellow frame. 
 
21. Create the smaller turquoise accordion flower from EP305 Paper Flower Kit in the same 
fashion as you did the yellow one. Layer with small fuchsia center and yellow brad from the 
kit.  Use leftover green leaf trimmings to fashion a leaf. 
 
22. Adhere yellow flower from EP219 Flower Button Dots. 
 
NOTE: EP104 Fuchsia Flower Dot paper inside of fuchsia frame can be replaced with solid 
cardstock and used as a journaling square instead of just as a decorative element. 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 


